Alaska NPS Facebook has the position announcement posted https://www.facebook.com/AlaskaNPS/posts/2605300549519930

The Shared Beringian Heritage Program announces an opening for a Russian Language Specialist. The successful candidate must be fluent in both Russian and English and will be responsible for communication and outreach to share program goals and engage partners in collaborative conservation of the region's cultural and natural heritage.

**Open:** 1-31-2020  
**Close:** 2-18-2020  
**Merit Promotion Link:** [https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/558455700](https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/558455700)  
**Delegated Examining Link:** [https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/558457200](https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/558457200)

Thank you!  
stacia

--

Stacia Backensto  
Wildlife Biologist/Outreach Specialist  
[Arctic Network Inventory and Monitoring Program](https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/558455700)  
National Park Service  
4175 Geist Rd.  
Fairbanks, Alaska 99709  
907.455.0669  
[Alaska NPS Facebook](https://www.facebook.com/AlaskaNPS/posts/2605300549519930)  
[Alaska NPS Twitter](https://twitter.com/AlaskaNPS)  
[Alaska NPS YouTube](https://www.youtube.com/c/AlaskaNPS)